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City of Brea
PLANNING COMMISSION COMMUNICATION
TO:

Honorable Chair and Planning Commission

FROM:

Jennifer Lilley

DATE:

03/28/2017

SUBJECT: CONSIDERATION OF ADDENDUM NO. 16-01, TENTATIVE PARCEL MAP NO.
2016-178, PRECISE DEVELOPMENT NO. 16-04, CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NOS.
16-10 AND 16-11 FOR A PROPOSED MIXED USE, IN-FILL DEVELOPMENT
INCLUDING 747 RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS, 16,900 SQUARE FEET OF
COMMERCIAL TENANT SPACE AND A 150-ROOM HOTEL LOCATED ON AN
APPROXIMATELY THIRTY- ACRE SITE AT THE NORTHWEST AND NORTHEAST
CORNERS OF STATE COLLEGE BOULEVARD AND BIRCH STREET.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
BACKGROUND
The Planning Commission received the staff report, associated materials and a staff presentation
regarding the proposed project and related actions at its February 28, 2017 meeting. At that time the
Commission received public testimony on the proposed project and continued the public hearing to its
meeting of March 28, 2017. Since the February 28 meeting, staff has received additional written
comments regarding the project which are attached to this report for the Commission’s reference.
DISCUSSION
The Commission received public testimony during the February 28, 2017 hearing. Several speakers
addressed similar areas of concern or had similar questions. Staff has summarized the issues raised
to-date and grouped similar questions into the topics below. The list of major topics is a summary of
the statements or concerns common to multiple speakers and is intended to provide the Planning
Commission additional information. This is not meant to be a verbatim transcription of speaker’s
comments or an exhaustive list of issues. The clarification and information provided is meant for the
Commission’s reference for the next steps in your review. Staff will look to the Commission to provide
direction with any additional information or clarification as needed. Additionally, staff will look to the
Commission regarding direction on the preparation of draft Resolutions for Commission action on the
project. Critically, the project actions must include legal findings and be backed by facts of support
from the public hearing record. To assist those considerations the required findings are provided
within this report.
GENERAL PLAN AND ZONING DEVELOPMENT CONCERNS: The General Plan is out-of-date or
wrong. This kind of development is too intense and doesn’t match the community vision for Brea.
This is too much density and too many units for this property.
Clarification/Information –The current and existing General Plan and Zoning designations for the site
allow for the level and type of development proposed by the applicant. These existing designations
actually allow for a density and intensity above the proposed plans, as outlined in the 2.28.17 staff
report to the Commission. The applicant is not proposing to amend the General Plan or Zoning for the
property. Importantly, the applicant has an active and complete development application and the City
is legally precluded from retroactively imposing a change in General Plan regulations for the site at
this time.

Regarding density, the zone allows a density up to 50 dwelling units to the acre. The proposed 747
total units equates to 43 dwelling units to the acre. Site 1 is 17.4 total acres and would allow up to 870
units. The Code considers density be applied to the full site rather than separate portions when a
project provides for a fully integrated mixed use project. This means, when a project is designed to
horizontally or vertically incorporate residential and nonresidential uses, density is applied to the
entire site and can be considered at the higher end of the range.
SCHOOL IMPACTS: The proposed project will create impacts to the Brea Olinda School District.
Clarification/Information – The Brea Olinda School District has stated new students anticipated from
the proposed Hines project can be accommodated. Data was shared with the Commission from a
speaker at the February hearing and an email from the District is attached to this report for the
Commission’s reference. School Districts operate under the authority of the State rather than local
government and California Government Code limits cities abilities to impose mitigation upon
development projects relating to any impacts to schools.
WATER SUPPLY: This project will impact the City’s water supply.
Clarification/Information –The 2003 General Plan Update and its EIR considered water impacts for
development assumptions under the proposed land use policies for the entire City as well as our
unincorporated sphere-of-influence areas. The EIR Addendum additionally reviewed the current water
demand and supply and serves to update findings from the 2003 General Plan EIR. In summary, the
analysis found the City’s Urban Water Master Plan (UWMP) remains viable and documents the City’s
projected potable water demand and supply, including accommodating projected development such
as the Brea Place project.
Importantly, while water supplies have been found adequate to serve the project, this is not to suggest
water conservation isn’t important. Our State will continue to face water supply challenges going
forward. Any approved project will be held to the new and updated building and plumbing codes
adopted by the City of Brea within the 2016 California Green Standards as well as the County Model
Water Ordinance adopted by the City to manage landscaping and irrigation on commercial and
residential projects. Key standards serve water conservation goals and to further reduce the demand
on our water supply statewide.
POLICE AND FIRE SERVICES: This project will impact our Police and Fire services.
Clarification/Information – The 2003 General Plan EIR and the subsequent EIR Addendum prepared
for the proposed Hines project identified that development would place additional demands upon
Police and Fire resources. Both Departments routinely manage resources and work programs to
assure appropriate levels of service will be maintained for current development and residents together
with any new development demands. The City has also adopted and implemented a Nexus Fee
Program that requires all new development to pay its pro-rata share toward Fire Department related
impacts and costs of providing additional facilities, equipment, etc. to serve the community. In
summary, the proposed project would not exceed the buildout projections of population or overall
housing units identified in the General Plan such that a significantly increased need for police or fire
services would occur.
AIR QUALITY: There is a CO “hotspot” at Lambert and State College.
Clarification/Information – Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions are a function of vehicle idling time,
meteorological conditions, and traffic flow. Under certain extreme meteorological conditions, CO
concentrations near a congested roadway or intersection may reach unhealthful levels. The South
Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) requires a quantified assessment of CO “hotspots”
when a project increases the volume-to-capacity ratio (also called the intersection capacity utilization)

by 0.02 for any intersection with an existing level of service Level Of Service (LOS) D or worse. The
General Plan EIR identified potential impacts associated with CO “hotspots” at the Central
Avenue/Puente Street, Central Avenue/Berry Street, Brea Boulevard/Imperial Highway, and Lambert
Road/SR-57 intersections. Mitigation measures were identified to reduce these impacts; however, the
EIR conservatively determined impacts would remain significant and unavoidable due to the uncertain
nature of the future activity.
The proposed project is located at the intersection of State College Boulevard and Birch Street and
does not place sensitive receptors in proximity to potential CO “hotspots”, meaning the project is not
located near any of the intersections identified in the General Plan EIR. Additionally, the Traffic
Impact Analysis shows impacts to intersections would be less than significant with the implementation
of the recommended mitigation measures (i.e., restriping and signalization of the project driveways)
and the project would not increase the volume-to-capacity ratio by 0.02 for any intersection with an
existing level of service LOS D or worse. Therefore, a CO “hotspot” impact would not occur.
It is important to note, there has been a decline in CO emissions even though vehicle miles traveled
on U.S. urban and rural roads have increased. CO emissions declined 20 percent in California from
1985 through 1997 and have continued to decline since that time. The Basin was re-designated
having achieved attainment in 2007, and is no longer addressed in the SCAQMD’s Air Quality
Management Plan (AQMP). Three major control programs have contributed to the reduced
per-vehicle CO emissions: exhaust standards, cleaner burning fuels, and motor vehicle
inspection/maintenance programs.
CURRENT TRAFFIC CONDITIONS: Traffic is bad today, how can the traffic study conclude there is
no problem?
Clarification/Information – The project’s Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) utilized 2015-2016 traffic count
data, proposed trips from the project, existing development traffic trips and a future 2035 growth
factor. The data and analysis was reviewed by the City’s Traffic Engineer and a 3 rd party Traffic
Engineer. Based on this review, the data, analysis, and results provided within this TIA were
determined to be consistent with the General Plan requirements and adhered to the traffic impact
analysis standards/guidelines for the County of Orange.
Traffic counts were measured at various roadways and at 26 individual intersections in 2015-2016.
The methodologies and traffic count protocols followed the traffic measurement standards as
prescribed by the City, the Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) and California State
Transportation Department (Caltrans). As required, the TIA provided existing weekday 24 hour traffic
volumes at the various roadway segments and intersections. The Average Daily Trips (ADT) along
the roadway segments and peak hour volumes (AM/PM) at the 26 intersections were derived from this
24 hour count data. Once compiled, the project’s traffic engineer utilized the Intersection Capacity
Utilization methodology (ICU) as prescribed by the City’s General Plan to determine the Level of
Service (LOS) at each intersection. This methodology is consistently used by municipalities in Orange
County and in OCTA’s Congestion Management Plan (CMP) providing consistent measurement and
comparison of traffic impacts throughout the County.
To analyze the information in the TIA, the City Traffic Engineer utilized the most recent City-wide
traffic count data collected by the City and Caltrans. The City’s count data collected in April, 2016
shows an ADT of 22,895 vehicles per day on State College Blvd. between Lambert Road and Birch
Street. The TIA shows ADT at this same location of 21,898 vehicle/day as collected in 2015. Another
comparison is on State College Blvd. between Birch Street and Imperial Highway, the City’s data
shows 14,309 vehicle/day versus 14,194 in the TIA. The data was found to be consistent and
accurate with City and Caltrans traffic counts.
The study was found to be accurate and consistent and utilizing all appropriate and standards
methods for measurement and analysis. The study did not find that traffic is not a problem. The TIA
concluded the existing LOS at the measured intersections operate at or better than standard set by

the General Plan. The TIA also evaluated several scenarios to reflect the existing traffic plus the
project generated trips as well as a 2018 forecast that includes current development project traffic
trips and a 2035 future forecast. In this case two non-signalized driveway intersections exceeded the
City’s LOS D criteria and require mitigation.
HOLIDAY TRAFFIC: Did the study consider the holiday season and the impacts on the mall?
Clarification/Information – The TIA did not collect data during the holiday season as this is not a
requirement or a standard practice. The TIA did evaluate the Mall traffic signals on Birch Street and
State College as part of the 26 intersections with respect to the existing, short term (2018), and future
(2035) traffic volume (2035) conditions to determine the potential traffic impacts. Since traffic
demands can spike during the holiday season at these intersections, the City conditioned the project
to synchronize and monitor the traffic signals on Birch Street and State College Boulevard to optimize
traffic flow and reduce congestion and delays, including during the holiday season.
FREEWAY IMPROVEMENTS: Will the timing of the 57 Freeway improvements and this project
coincide and make the situation even worse?
Clarification/Information – If approved, the Hines project construction could begin as soon as fall
2017. The 57/Lambert Road Interchange Project (CIP 7251) is estimated to begin in the spring of
2019, pending funding. There could be some overlap of construction efforts between the two
projects. The TIA did evaluate traffic conditions with and without both projects. In both cases the
outcome showed there would be no significant impacts. The City will be working with both project
contractors to develop a staging/sequence schedule to minimize the construction impacts to the local
roadway and adjacent neighborhoods.
LEVEL OF SERVICE D: Why is D acceptable?
Clarification/Information – Level of Service (LOS) D is the City’s adopted threshold of acceptability and
defined in the City’s General Plan which represents the maximum allowable level of congestion to the
City’s roadways and intersections. North American highway LOS standards as in the Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM) and The American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) Geometric Design of Highways and Streets ("Green Book"), uses letters A
through F, with A being the best and F being the worst, similar to academic grading. They describe
LOS D...
"as approaching unstable flow. Speeds slightly decrease as traffic volume slightly increase.
Freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream is much more limited and driver comfort levels
decrease. Vehicles are spaced about 160 ft or 8 car lengths. Minor incidents are expected to
create delays. Examples are a busy shopping corridor in the middle of a weekday, or a
functional urban highway during commuting hours. LOS D is a common goal for urban streets
during peak hours, as attaining LOS C would require prohibitive cost and societal impact in
bypass roads and lane additions."
LOS C anticipates a 20-35 second delay per vehicle while LOS D anticipates a 35-55 second delay
per vehicle.
PEAK HOUR: The peak hours are wrong.
The peak hour is selected from the 24-hour dataset when the traffic volumes depict the greatest
intensity due to commuter traffic. This data needs to also be consistent with those hours generally
observed on local roadways throughout municipalities statewide. The methodology used to establish
peak hours for this project are consistent and valid. The highest peak volumes observed during the
average daily traffic volumes are between the hours of 7 AM-9 AM (AM peak) and 4 PM to 6 PM (PM
peak), which are consistent with historical traffic volumes and peak hour times collected by the City.

TRAFFIC SIGNALS: Adding more signals will make the delays longer.
Clarification/Information –One new traffic signal is proposed on Birch Street at Project Driveway C. It
is expected to improve overall traffic conditions along the Birch Street corridor. Project improvement
will be made at the other intersections on State College to optimize traffic flow and work to reduce
congestion and delays. Additionally, any approved project would be conditioned
to monitor performance at the three intersections and make adjustments and additional improvements
should conditions not improve or worsen.
TRAFFIC IMPROVEMENTS –What is Hines going to do about adding traffic to our street system?
What traffic improvements are proposed to make the Hines project perform better? How can we be
assured these will make a difference?
A number of improvements have been conditioned by the City to address the traffic added by the
project. These improvements include:
Restricting Site 1 Driveway B to right turns in and out only reducing potential conflicts and
delays on State College Boulevard’
Constructing a separate southbound State College Boulevard right turn lane, which will reduce
delays and queuing of southbound through traffic on State College Boulevard and improve the
intersection level of service;
Modifying the traffic signal at Birch Street and State College Boulevard to provide a right turn
overlap for westbound Birch Street traffic, which will improve the intersection level of service;
Constructing a new traffic signal on Birch Street at Project Driveway C, which will help to better
distribute project traffic to and from Birch Street and State College Boulevard and reduce
potential traffic conflicts enhancing traffic safety;
Synchronizing and monitoring the traffic signals on Birch Street and State College Boulevard to
optimize traffic flow and reduce congestion and delays; and
Relocating and improving bus turnouts on State College and Birch Street to accommodate traffic
lanes and reduce delays of traffic.
Findings for proposed actions – To assist the Commission in its deliberations, Staff has provided
an outline of the specific findings the Commission must consider in order to act upon the various
entitlements associated with the proposed project. These findings must be backed by facts. Facts
may be provided within written reports, staff presentations, applicant presentations, public testimony,
technical studies and analysis and other aspects of the hearing.
Precise Development: This is an administrative action by the Planning Commission to require
conditions of development in addition to those required by the zone where, it is determined that such
conditions are necessary to further the objectives of the General Plan and are in harmony with the
intent, purpose and spirit of this ordinance and/or where such additional requirements are deemed
essential to protect the public safety and general welfare of the community.
Findings:
1. The project as conditioned is consistent with and furthers the objectives of the General Plan.
2. The project as conditioned is consistent with ensuring the protection of public safety and the
general welfare of the community.
Conditional Use Permit: The Conditional Use Permit is intended for land uses which require special
consideration in a particular zone or in the city as a whole. The Planning Commission must consider
the land use or operations and ensure compatibility with the zone and the adjacent properties and to
add conditions of approval to improve the manner in which the use interacts with surrounding land
uses.
Findings: When determining a Conditional Use Permit, the Commission shall make the following

Findings: When determining a Conditional Use Permit, the Commission shall make the following
findings:
1. That the use(s) applied for at the location set forth in the application is properly one(s) for which
a Conditional Use Permit is authorized by this title.
2. That said use(s) with any conditions to be imposed is necessary or desirable for the
development of the community, in harmony with the various elements or objectives of the
General Plan, and not detrimental to existing uses or to uses specifically permitted in the zone in
which the proposed use(s) is to be located.
3. That the site is adequate in size and shape to accommodate the proposed development and all
of the yards, setbacks, walls or fences, landscaping, and other features required to bring about
conformity with other elements in the neighborhood.
4. That the proposed site relates to streets and highways which are properly designed and
improved to carry the type and quantity of traffic generated or to be generated by the proposed
development.
5. That with the conditions stated in the permit, the uses will not adversely affect the public health,
safety, or general welfare. Such conditions may include, but are not limited to:
a. Special setbacks, yards, open spaces and buffers;
b. Fences and walls;
c. Lighting;
d. Surfacing of off-street parking and loading areas;
e. Requiring street dedications and street improvements, including service roads and alleys
when necessary and
practical;
f. Regulations of points of vehicular ingress and egress;
g. Regulation of signs;
h. Regulation of time for certain activities;
i. Requiring landscaping and maintenance thereof;
j. Requiring maintenance of grounds;
k. Regulation of noise, vibration, odors, dust;
l. Time period within which the proposed use shall be developed;
m. A bond for removal of such use within a specified period of time; and
n. Such other conditions as are necessary to protect existing or potential users in the area.
Tentative Parcel Map: The intent and purpose of a tentative parcel map is to ensure that subdivisions
of land into four residential parcels or fewer, or for commercial or industrial purposes, are consistent
with the General Plan, Zoning and the California Subdivision Map Act. The Planning Commission
reviews a map request to determine the land is suitable for the subdivision, consistent with local and
State land use law and in compliance with the subdivision map act and the City’s subdivision
ordinance.
Findings: As required in the City Municipal Code 18.60.030., the Planning Commission shall make
the following findings when determining the map request:
1. The proposed map is consistent with applicable general and specific plans;
2. The design or improvement of the proposed subdivision is consistent with applicable general
aid specific plans;
3. The site is physically suitable for the type of development;
4. The site is physically suitable for the proposed density of development;
5. The design of the subdivision or the proposed improvements is not likely to cause substantial
environmental damage or substantially unavoidably injure fish or wildlife, or their habitat;
6. The design of the subdivision or type of improvements is likely to cause serious public health
problems;
7. The design of the subdivision or the type of improvements will not conflict with easements,
acquired by the public at large, for access through or use of property within the proposed

subdivision.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
by Jennifer A. Lilley AICP
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City of Brea
PLANNING COMMISSION COMMUNICATION
TO:

Honorable Chair and Planning Commission

FROM:

Jennifer A. Lilley, AICP

DATE:

04/25/2017

SUBJECT:

CONSIDERATION OF ADDENDUM NO. 16-01, TENTATIVE PARCEL MAP NO.
2016-178, PRECISE DEVELOPMENT NO. 16-04, CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
NOS. 16-10 AND 16-11 FOR A PROPOSED MIXED USE, IN-FILL
DEVELOPMENT INCLUDING 747 RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS, 16,900
SQUARE FEET OF COMMERCIAL TENANT SPACE AND A 150-ROOM
HOTEL LOCATED ON AN APPROXIMATELY THIRTY- ACRE SITE AT THE
NORTHWEST AND NORTHEAST CORNERS OF BIRCH STREET AND STATE
COLLEGE BOULEVARD.

BACKGROUND
The Planning Commission received the staff report, associated materials and a staff presentation
regarding the proposed Brea Place project and related actions at the February 28, 2017 meeting.
The Commission received public testimony and continued the public hearing to March 28, 2017.
At this meeting, the Planning Commission received a written staff report, the applicant’s
presentation, public testimony, the applicant’s rebuttal and responses to initial questions. The
Commission closed the public hearing and continued the item to April 25, 2017 to commence its
deliberations on the project.

DISCUSSION
To assist with the Commission’s deliberations the following is a summary of information
previously provided or additional information related to the components of the review and
consideration for this application. Staff has provided the information in the order the Commission
could review and act on these matters. The remaining tasks for the Commission include:
•

Provide direction for the environmental clearance;

•

Review the additional questions Commissioners and posed to Staff and determine
if further information is needed;

•

Commission deliberation;

•

Confirm desired action for project;

•

Direct staff regarding required findings for proposed actions; and

•

Direct staff to finalize any desired conditions of approval, if project approval is
contemplated.

Environmental Analysis: Clarification and information has been provided related to the
environmental clearance for the project. A memorandum, dated March 16, 2017 was provided
to the Commission and has been attached to this report, see Attachment 1. Additionally, the City
Attorney has provided a legal review and determination related to on-going questions and
concerns regarding the process and environmental approach and that memorandum is attached
to this report, see Attachment 2.
Additional Questions from the Commission: The Commission had questions related to the
project following the March 28 meeting. The following provides those questions and the support
information or responses from our technical team.
1. PREVIOUS ENTITLEMENTS
a. What was approved to be built on the north parcel for Lowe Development Co. Property
through prior entitlements?
The Development Agreement 89-2 approved a four-story or 72 foot tall office building
including approximately 90,000 square feet of leasable area and a 55 foot tall, 6,000
square foot restaurant building.
2. BUS ROUTES
a. What and how many bus routes from Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA)
or others go by/stop at the Hines (Brea Place) project on Birch Street or State College
Boulevard?
There are three lines which go by/stop at the Hines (Brea Place) project. These
include: Routes 129, 143 and 213. Foothill Transit also has one line stopping at the
Hines project. This is Route 286.
b. How many buses from OCTA or others stop at the Birch or State College bus stops
each day.
There are approximately 55 total buses stopping at the project site per day. The 129
makes 19 stops per day, the 143 makes 15 stops per day and the 213 makes 4 stops
daily at this location. The Foothill Transit line makes 17 stops per day.

3. BUS DIESEL EMISSIONS/ AIR QUALITY:
a. I know OCTA has been converting its fleet to CNG. Are all of them converted on the
routes by the Hines Project?
Yes. OCTA completed the process of converting its active bus fleet to CNG Winter
2016 for commuter buses. This includes all buses operating in Brea. They still have
some LNG buses in their fleet but those are not used in Brea.

b. What about the other bus lines from non-OC based transportation agencies (i.e. LA.

Metro, SBCTA)?
Foothill Transit uses CNG buses. There are no LA Metro or SBCTA lines using these
stops at this time.

c. If they are diesel buses are there idling standards in the City of Brea?
The buses are no longer diesel.

d. Are there any CO mitigation measures that could be considered to reduce the hotspot
at Lambert and State College? I’m thinking specifically of the CAPCOA list.
Brea Place will comply with the 2003 General Plan EIR Mitigation Measures 1, 2, 4
and 5 for air quality which are:
Mitigation Measure 1. The City shall reduce vehicle emissions caused by traffic
congestion by implementing transportation systems management techniques that
include synchronized traffic signals and limiting on-street parking.
A draft condition of approval has been added for consideration to implement
management techniques including signalization adaptive controls, improvements
to the intersections, addition of dedicated turning lanes, traffic management
techniques, wayfinding and other congestion management strategies.
Mitigation Measure 2. The City shall encourage major employers, tenants in business
parks and other activity centers, and developers of large new developments to
participate in transportation management associations.
A draft condition of approval could be added for consideration to require the
participation in a transportation management association that could include
transportation shuttles, vehicle share programs, carpooling and other
transportation solutions.
Mitigation Measure 4. The City will encourage the incorporation of energy
conservation techniques (i.e. installation of energy saving devices, construction of
electric vehicle charging stations, use of sunlight-filtering window coatings or doublepaned windows, utilization of light-colored materials as opposed to dark-colored
roofing materials, and placement of shady trees next to habitable structures) in new
developments.
A draft condition of approval has been added for consideration to include the
installation of electric vehicle charging stations, modified materials and color
palate and California native plantings to conserve energy and resources.
Mitigation Measure 5. The City will encourage the incorporation of bus stands, bicycle
racks, bicycle lanes, and other alternative transportation related infrastructure in new
developments.
A draft condition of approval has been added for consideration to improve bus

shelters, install bicycle racks, improve bike lanes, pedestrian paths and
incorporate shuttle operations to encourage alternative transportation.
At the time of this publication, staff is awaiting additional information from the
California Air Pollution Controls Officers Association. Staff will provide this information
as soon as it is available.
Finally, the CO hotspot was discussed in detail as part of the Addendum. A response
was provided by the technical team regarding this issue. In summary, the Air Quality
Master Plan has shown emissions have continued to decline since 2003 (the time of
the latest AQMP hot spot analysis and the City of Brea General Plan EIR). According
to ground-level emissions concentration data collected by the California Air Resources
Board, 8-hour CO emissions have declined at the La Habra Monitoring Station to
below 3.0 parts per million (ppm) (the State and Federal Ambient Air Quality Standard
for 8-hour CO is 9 ppm). Due to these declines, CO is no longer monitored at this
station or at any other monitoring stations in the Basin. For additional information,
please see Attachment 3.

4. ADAPTIVE TRAFFIC CONTROL
a. Does the ATC technology require investment in resources by the City? (i.e. new
software/hardware, staffing, training)
The ATC technology requires acquisition of new software, new hardware and training
of City staff. No new staff will be necessary.
b. If so, is the applicant paying for this investment and training?
Yes. A draft condition has been included to require the applicant/property owner to
fund all costs associated with the ATC system. This would include any potential
software, hardware, maintenance and staff training.
c. A speaker Tuesday night mentioned the ATC being only on State College and not
responding to the “side” traffic from say Avocado. Is this accurate?
No, this is not accurate. The system will allow for full coordination with side
street/Avocado timing and traffic control.
d. Urban Infill projects tend to have a lower traffic generation if they include mixed uses
in/nearby. In other built MU-1, 2 or 3 areas, how have the traffic projections compared
to the actual traffic?
The City of Brea does not have comparisons of traffic projections to actual traffic.
While we have several traffic studies to forecast project volumes for mixed use
projects addressing the “real life” condition once a project is built is not an industry
practice. Instead, the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) manual provides
actual monitoring data to validate trip generation rates for land use types. These
studies provide factual comparisons of projections and trip data collected from
developed land use projects. So the best data and the Best Industry Practice is to
use the ITE to determine actual trips and traffic. All the tested, real life, observational

data goes into the ITE used in modeling for the Traffic Impact Analysis prepared for
the Hines Addendum to not only model this project but to assess comparisons with
actual traffic data.
5. 57 FREEWAY PROJECT:
a. We heard the 57 Freeway was in the design phase? Is it entirely funded yet by OCTA?
The 57 Freeway is in the plans and engineers specifications review phase, this means
there is a full set of plans and specifications. The project will be funded by State
funding via the State Transportation Improvements Program, Measure M funds
through OCTA and Brea Traffic Impact fees (57/Lambert Road Interchange Project,
CIP 7251). Based on our current CIP budget projections, Brea’s portion will be fully
funded by 2020/21.
6. PARKING
a. For other projects of similar size/scope/density, what have the parking space
averages been (what are the projects/locations/parking allocations)?
The following table provides a comparison of similar projects. It is important to note
that each project is unique and may not be an exact comparison to the project or the
context. Also it is important to note the numbers provided below are from the
approved plans, entitlement records and parking studies prepared for projects as
applicable. It is possible there is variation with what was built. However, for the
purpose of responding to the question above, this is the most accurate information of
record.
Constructed
and
Occupied
Apartments

Project Location

Unit Count

Unit
Breakdown

Parking
Stalls/Unit

Parking
Stalls
Provided

Birch Hills
Apartments

255 S Kraemer

115

1bd = 19%
2bd = 41%
3bd = 40%

2

230

Downtown
Brea Lofts

215 S Brea Blvd,
260 W Birch St,
330 W Birch St

62

Studios = 90%
1bd = 10%

1.22

76

Olen Pointe
Apartments

100 S Pointe Dr

260

1bd = 56%
2bd = 44%

2.06

536

Bonterra
Apartments

401 Discovery Ln

94

1bd = 22%
2bd = 36%
3bd = 42%

1.7

160

Under
Construction
Apartments

Project Location

Unit Count

Unit
Breakdown

Parking
Stalls/Unit

Parking
Stalls
Provided

Central Park
Village

340 - 420 W Central

369

1.75

646

Pearl

420 La Crescenta

204

1.64

335

1bd = 32%
2bd = 61%
3bd = 7%
1bd = 59%
2bd = 41%

Proposed

Project Location

Unit Count

Unit
Breakdown

Parking
Stalls/Unit

Parking
Stalls
Provided

Brea Place

Birch St & State
College Blvd

747

Studios = 11%
1bd = 55%
2bd = 34%

1.78

1,327

b. The applicant notes the Hines Project is at 1.78 spaces on average. Is this accurate?
Yes, there are 1,327 parking spaces provided for the residential portion of the project
resulting in 1.78 spaces per unit.
7. POLICE AND FIRE SERVICES:
a. We heard testimony that additional police/fire protection was needed. What have the
assessments by Brea Police/Fire been of the additional demand this project adds to
their ability to meet the needs of the City?
The 2003 General Plan EIR and the subsequent EIR Addendum prepared for the
proposed Hines project identified that development would place additional demands
upon Police and Fire resources. Both Departments routinely manage resources and
work programs to assure appropriate levels of service will be maintained for current
development and residents together with any new development demands. The City
has also adopted and implements a Nexus Fee Program that requires all new
development to pay its pro-rata share toward Fire Department related impacts and
costs of providing additional facilities, equipment, etc. to serve the community. In
summary, the proposed project would not exceed the buildout projections of
population or overall housing units identified in the General Plan such that a
significantly increased need for police or fire services would occur.
b. In other MU-1, 2 or 3 projects statistically how do they compare to residential
neighborhoods with crime rates?
Crime and service call demand is highly dependent on many factors. Determining
whether or not a specific type of development will lead to an increase in crime is
complex. To simply state that any apartment building will always create a dramatic
increase in crime is problematic. An FBI report has been attached, see Attachment
3, explaining the variables affecting crime and caution related to ranking or using data
to compare or contrast crime.
8. WATER SUPPLY:
a. I recall that this project (at the higher density) was included in the City’s Water Plan.
Is that true?
Yes. The Water Master Plan takes into account all land uses assumed and
considered by the 2003 General Plan Update. The EIR Addendum additionally
reviewed the current water demand and supply to update data from the 2003 General
Plan EIR. In summary, the analysis found the City’s Urban Water Master Plan
(UWMP) remains viable and documents the City’s projected potable water demand

and supply, including accommodating the Brea Place project.
9. NOISE
a. I recall that this project estimated its noise to be within the City’s standards (both the
General Plan and the Municipal Code). Is that true?
Yes. Brea Place is required to comply with the Brea Municipal Code and General
Plan Noise and Land Use Compatibility Guidelines as described in pages 6-36 to 647 of the General Plan. The applicant has also presented a management and security
plan to ensure loitering, noise translating to nuisance and other noise issues will be
addressed and managed to ensure compliance with City standards.
b. Are there any conditions on other MU-1, 2, or 3 projects about noise or retail activity?
We do not know of any conditions on other projects related to noise the residential
component would have on adjacent land uses. There are several examples of noise
impacts from external factors on residential mixed use development. And there are
examples of limiting loading and receiving supplies at retail businesses within mixed
use development. This would include La Floresta, Gateway and Birch Street
Promenade.
Project Analysis: The Commission has received a full technical review of the project included
in previous staff reports and presentations. The project is found to be in compliance with the
General Plan and the Zoning standards for this property. The project has been recommended
for approval. This information can be found in the Commission packets from the February and
March public hearings.
Correspondence Received: All correspondence received from March 28, 2017 to date have
been included as Attachment 5 and include emails or letters received by staff.
Resolution/Findings/Conditions of Approval: The Commission will need to provide direction
to prepare Resolutions for the project. Findings for the various entitlements are attached to this
report for your consideration, see Attachment 6. Preliminary conditions of approval have been
drafted and were previously provided for the Commission’s consideration. During the
Commission’s discussion during the March 28, 2017 hearing several comments or suggestions
were raised by Commissioners which potentially lend themselves to adding to or refining these
conditions of approval. The original list of conditions have been attached to this report, see
Attachment 7. Staff awaits direction form the Commission for additions or refinements to finalize
this list.
ALTERNATE PLANNING COMMISSION ACTIONS
• Approve with alternate conditions
•

Request project modifications

•

Deny

•

Deny without prejudice

•

Continue

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
By Jennifer A. Lilley AICP

Attachments
1. ENVIRONMENTAL MEMORANDUM, MARCH 16, 2017
2. RWG MEMORANDUM, APRIL 14, 2017
3. CARBON MONOXIDE HOTSPOT MEMORANDUM
4. FBI VARIABLES AFFECTING CRIME MEMO
5. CORRESPONDENCE
6. FINDINGS
7. CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

